Rainbow Cloud wall hanging instructions
waTch the instruCTional video at www.galluPartS.org/familyartkitS
and on gallupaRts’ youtube Channel.

Part one: Cut your Cloud Shape

have left over tissue paper strips

depending on what pattern you
1. Take the white foam sheet and flip it over so the non-foam side is
facing up.
created.
2. Take your marker (or a pen or pencil) and draw a cloud shape on
the back of the white foam sheet.
3. Use your scissors to cut out your cloud shape from the white foam
sheet.
4. Take your cloud shape and place it on top of the piece of construction paper. Make sure the foam sheet is facing foam side up.
5. Take your marker (or pen or pencil) and trace your cloud shape
onto the construction paper. Make your outline slightly larger than
the foam cloud shape.
Part Three: adding The
6. Cut out the cloud shape from the construction paper and mark the
hanging Components
center so you know which way is right side up Place it aside for
1. Once all of your tissue paper
later.

Part Two: CreaTing the rainbow
1. Arrange your tissue paper strips in the pattern/order you would
like them to hang. The suggested order is: purple, blue, green,
yellow, orange, red, orange, yellow, green, blue, purple.
2. Take your white foam cloud and tear the bottom half the paper
backing off.
3. Place your white foam cloud upside down on your work surface
(so the adhesive is facing up).
4. Find the middle of your cloud. Lightly mark it with a marker or
pen.
5. Next, you’re going to work from the center outward to place
the tissue paper strips. First, take a red strip of tissue paper and
fold it in half.
6. Using your center mark as a guide, stick the folded red tissue
paper strip to the bottom center of the white foam cloud (on
the adhesive.) Make sure to adhere at least half of an inch of
folded tissue paper strip to the adhesive so that the strip is
secure.
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Half an inch
from bottom of
cloud
6.

strips are in place, peel the rest maTerials (inCluded):
• 1 sheet adhesive white
of the paper backing off the
foam
white foam cloud and place it
•
1 square of adhesive pink
adhesive side up on your work
foam
surface.
•
Pair of adhesive googley
Take your piece of yarn and
eyes
fold it in half.
• 24 tissue paper strips
Find the top middle of the ad(rainsow colors)
hesive side of your cloud and
•
1 piece of yarn
stick the open end of the yarn
•
1 piece of construction
loop to the adhesive (make
paper
sure to adhere about a half of
1 black permanent marker
an inch so that the yarn loop is
secure.)
Place your construction paper maTerials (noT included):
• Scissors
cloud on your work surface
• Pen or pencil (optional)
with the marked side facing
up.
Take your foam cloud and, with the adhesive side facing down/
away from you, place it onto the construction paper. Remember, your construction paper cloud is slightly larger than your
foam cloud. Make sure to center your foam cloud on your
construction paper cloud.
Press the foam cloud to fully adhere it to the construction
paper cloud.

Part Four: making a Smile

7. Take an orange strip of tissue paper and fold it in half.
8. Adhere the folded orange strip next to the red strip in the
same manner as above.
9. Continue to adhere your tissue paper strips to the back of the
white foam cloud in the color order described in Step 1 of Part
Two (or the color order you devised). Note: You will probably

1. Take your googley eyes and place them where you want on
your white foam cloud.
2. Then take the pink foam and cut out two oval shapes to make
cloud cheeks.
3. Take your pink cheek shapes and place them on your white
foam cloud.
4. Take your black permanent marker and draw a mouth for your
rainbow cloud. (Tip: make sure to let the marker dry before
touching it. Otherwise, it’ll smear.)
5. Now your rainbow cloud is ready to be displayed!

